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DCI BRIEFING FOR
17 DECEMBER NSC MEETING
SOUTHERN AFRICA

I.

Mr. President, the problem in southern Africa for the
1970s does not. appear to be

50

much a question of

European colonialism against native nationalism, as
it aoes a struggle by 4,000,;000 white Africans.to
.. _.__ .......-

.... - - - . maIntain the"lr rule-over
A.

30-~000-/OOo-black

·Africans. ---

Portugal., wi.th its holdings in Angola and
Mozambique,

is still a classic cplonial

power.
B.

The Portuguese, .however, are sustained in
their determination to remain in Africa by
the example of the whites who hold power
over South Africa and Rhodesia.

c.

These are the whites who are described as
tlEuropeans" in the population statistics-actually an historical label.

The Dutch

and the French Huguenots had begun settling

in southern Africa more than 300 years ago.
By the early 19th century, their descendants

and the British had taken the land from the·
Hottentots, and from the. Zulus and the other
-1-
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Bantus.

..

This was long before Cecil Rhodes

. and Paul Kruger made it a question of who·
would have the empire.
1.

The whites in Angola and Mozambique also
have ancient roots in Africa--thefirst
Portuguese settlers came to Angola a year
before Christopher Columbus set sail, and
Mozambique was colonized in 1505.

...............

__._

....

~--

_~.

.... '

I_'!..AngQ+a

aJl~

M02; qrobiq:qe,

hQW~ver,

black""s_ __

and whites alike are citizens of Portugal,
theircapi tal is Lisbon, and the territory
is defended by troops from the European
metropole.
3.

The whites in Rhodesia and South Africa
have no thought of retiring to Devon or
Amsterdam; they have no ties other than
heritage to the Empire and the Commonwealth.
They are

II.

~d~

Africans_--~

I said, white Africans •.

The Republic of South Africa, Rhodesia, Angola and
Mozambique all have strong white governments, determined to stay in power.
A.

They are aware of their common interests, and
·of their shared ostracism ·by most of the rest
of the world.
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B.

As

a result, they have stepped up their co-

operation with each other, and they are increasingly firm in their belief that they can
defy world opinion and get away with it.
III.

This self-confidence is warranted for the present,
and there is little prospect that anything will
happen to change it in the foreseeable future.
A.

Certainly no black African country is strong
enough to challenge them outright.
1.

The international ,action which 'the black
Africans have been able to obtain in the

,,

United Nations has not beert effective.
,

2.

South Africa is virtually self-sufficient,
and can sustain

lGt4 w~
Rhode~alagainst ~

U.N.

action. The Portuguese territories are
oriented toward the Motherland, and thus
relatively immune to international trade
sanctions.
3.

The black African countries have been unable to win over the major powers for
broader or more intensive sanctions.

4.

Within Africa, the

geogra~hy

of trade

gives the white African countries the
upper hand over their native neighbors.
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B.

'

.

The black populations are quiescent, and ihsurqent movements based abroad have been ineffective.
1.

Libe'ration groups in Zambia and Tanzania
have been trying to launch operations
against Rhodesia and South Africa, but
the security forces are so efficient that
no groups have been able to carry on sustained guerrilla activities.

2.

There is limited insurgency in the Portuguese territories, but it has made little
headway over the past two years.

The

guerrillas face determined and effective
countermeasures, they are plagued by internal dissent, and they have not been able
to arouse any significant proportion of the
black population.
IV.

The Soviets and the Chinese Communists, of course,
are trying to capitalize on the issue of white minority government in Africa, raising the propaganda
issues of imperialism, colonialism, and racism.
A.

The Soviets have given about one million dollars
a year in aid to the various insurgent groups,
and have provided advanced guerrilla training.
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The Chinese are running a somewhat smaller pro-

B.

~~ey
~

gram,

are getting ready to build a

.

railroad from Tanzania to Zambia which may cost
at much as $400 million, and which is designed
to free Zambia from its dependence on transport
routes through white southern Africa.

C.

The Communist effort in Africa is, after all, a
second-priority project.

Over the past 15 years,

Africa has received only 15 percent of all Com·munist economic aid

to·~

underdeveloped countries,
'---............
""'"""-while 70 percent has gone to the Middle East and
South Asia.

'-'

As for Moscow's military aid to free

world recipients, Africa has had to share some
five percent of the total with Latin America-about half of it has gone to Egypt and Indonesia,
with another 45 percent to Algeria, Syria, Iraq,
Afghanistan, and India.
D.

In short, there

i~

no effective challenge at pres-

ent--domestic or foreign--to white minority rule
in South Africa, Rhodesia, Angola, and Mozambique.

I.

lIedf

IJ'h:

h

J1

?*,

SOUTH AFRICA
of the 30 million blacks--and the bulk of the

four million whites who rule them--are in the Republic
of Sc.uth Africa.
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The total 1969 population is estimated at
19,634.,000. Thatbreaks down, in round

figures, into:
19 percent whites, or about 3,730,000;
6.8 percent blacks, or about 13,350,000:

10 percent of mixed

blood~-officia11y

des-

ignated as "Coloureds "--or about 1 ,960,000;
and
-'-.

...... 3 pe:z:.cent . . Asians--mainly Indians,,:,,-about 59.0, O-.QQ.!...._

",-,.

B.

The Territory of Southwest Africa adds another
609,000 people--81 percent black, only 14 percent
white, and 5 percent Coloureds.

II.

The Republic of So'.,th

.Afrlc~3

€he strongest and most secure of the white
regimes.
A.

The official policy of Apartheid has made South
Africa an international whipping boy for years.
As a result, it has developed its economy with
an eye to self-sufficiency.

Today, with the

single exception of oil, South Africa has all
the natural resources and the industrial plant
it needs to go it

alone~
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B.

Moreover, the South Africans in recent years
have come to realize that they have a number
of bargaining counters they can use to induce
.. other countries to deal with the regime on an
lias is· basis.
1.

Their minerals--gold, uranium and diamonds-are in demand in international markets.

2.

Their ports and their strategic location
--.

_.__ ...._-----

have become more important since the closure
of the Suez Canal.
C.

The. government of Prime Minister Johannes Vorster,
armed with this new feeling of self-sufficiency,
has been working quietly for better diplomatic
and economic relations with neighboring black
African states.
1.

Fortnal relations have been established with
Malawi.

2.

South Africa

is giving economic and technical

assistance to Lesotho, one of the former British protectorates in southern Africa which
has. recently been given independence.
3.

Other black African countries--for instance,
Malagasy, Gabon and Ivory

Coast~-are

also
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,

interested in relations and aid but are
hesi tant to risk criticism by their neigh;-, :',:
bors.
4.· Many African countri9

~ve been trading secretly
or quietly with South Africa.
III.

'Within the country, the regime has not loosened
its strict Apartheid, or "separate development"
laws.

-_._._- ,-'--_.. _-------_.-. __
A.

-

.,

....

The government is being challenged by a new,
far-right political

par~y~

-----

~hich

argues that the government is already doing
too much for the blacks.

From now until the

elections next April, the government can be
expected to be rigid in its application of
Apartheid.
B.

The blacks have made little headway toward
the

BantUstans, or separate nations, which

are the ultimate goal of separate deVelopment.
1.

They are needed in white urban areas as
the major semi-skilled and unskilled labor
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force.

And they can make more money

there than they could farming in their
own tribal homelands.
2.

The government has also done 1i tt1e-for example, such as major financial investment in homeland industries--to make
return to the Bantustans more inviting.

C.

For

the

foreseeable future, then I there will

be little change in South Africa's racial
.-.. - . - -.. ····--···--·--sy·stem~·-andno possibflity-of ousting-the white government.
1.

There are two insurgent groups based in
Tanzania seeking to liberate South Africa.
Their membership within the country is un-

known, probably minimal, and relatively
invisible, because it is inactive.

Both

groups combined have less than 490 members
outside the country.

o.

South Africa's defense and security forces have
some 57,000 on duty, and another 82,000 in the
active reserve.

The air force has 422 pilots,

197 jets, and 358 other aircraft; the navy is

led by one

destroye~

and two destroyer

escorts~
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1.

South Africa produces most of the small
• arms , mortars and ammunition it requires.
' I t assembles armored cars from French
components, and has begun assembling
Macchi jet trainers supplied by Italy.
In 1966, France passed the united Kingdom
as the principal source of military hardware
imports.

2.

300 South African police have been sta-

'-'-' . ----.-......:.-... ·tioned ill Rhodesia"-to he-lp local securi-ty

',-.

-,-

forces and a few helicopters have been
. furnished on loan.
3.

No South African forces are stationed in
Angola or MOZambique, out South

African~

cooperate with portuguese. officials, and
have supplied some ammunition.
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RHODESIA
I.

Rhodesia'has a population of just over 5
million, ,with 230,000 whites and 4.8 million
blacks., The issue of majority African rule
has dictated events in Rhodesia over the
.past 10 years.
A.

London in the early 1960s began working
toward broadened voting rights which
would have led eventually to majority
rule.

To forestall

t~is,

Prime Minister

Ian Smith in November 1965 issued a
Unilateral Declaration of Independence,
and, for white Rhodesians, the initials
0..0.1. have the same ring today that

1776 has in this country.
B.

Smith's political party, the Rhodesian
Front"

came to power in 1962, and is

now unchallenged.
1.

The African nationalist groups which
were its main opponents have been
outlawed since 1964, and now operate
mainly from exile in Zambia.
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2.

They are weak, badly split, and
have little indigenous support.
Active insurgentsnurnber only about
700, and the rural black population

inside Rhodesia is passive.

'The

tribal chiefs cooperate with the

3.

sibce

a- serfes

",-"

of'--unsllccess'ful . '25X1

guerrilla incursions in 1967 and 1968

L -______________________________

~

Rhodesl.an

security forces are capable of handling
any new attempts.
C.

The Rhodesian Front is again expected to win
most, if not all, of the 50 white p~rliamentary seats in new general elections some
time in early 1970.

There is no real

political opposition to the Smith regime.
1.

Tobacco farmers--once one of the most
powerful press~re groups in Rhodesia-recently criticized the Smith regime
for reducing tobacco production quotas.
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They have been hurt by the U.N.

sanctions, and the government is
trying to reduce the necessary
subsidies by gradually cutting
back on production.
2.

Railway workers are also bitter
because the government threatened
to jail union leaders if they struck

- for __ hiqher . pay. - -- - - ....-C-0.---- ..- -....
3.

There is, however, no strong party.
which could

t~rn

this dissatisfaction

against the Rhodesian Front.
II.

RhodE-sia I s new consti t'..ltion has recently been
signed into law, and will go into effect at the
time of the new elections.
A.

It institutionalizes the existing white
.rule, and will transform Rhodesia into an
independent republic without any further
formal declaration.
1.

This reflects Ian Smith's confidence
that Rhodesia no longer needs a
settlement with London, or its old
Commonwealth ties, to ride out
economic sanctions and diplomatic
isolation.
-13-
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2.

W~

do not expect any immediate

recognition of the new Rhodesian
state, even by South Africa or
Portugal.

smith hopes, however,

that western governments which
still have missions in Salisbury
wi~l

leave them there when the new

_ ------

oonstitution takes effect. He
---_.- --- .
interpret this as de faoto

.- ---could

..

- - - --.. - ----_.

recognition.
III.

One of the main xeasons for Smith's confidence
is the health of the economy.
A.

Exports dipped sharply.immediately after
U.D.I., and have not regained their 1965
levels, but with the help of South Africa
and Portugal, Rhodesia has gradually.
increased both exports and imports since
1967.

1.

Only the tobacco industry is still
suffering significantly, and with
the passage of time sanctions are
likely to become less and less
effective.
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Gross domestic product may well have
increased by 7 percent in 1969, and
Rhodesia is well endowed with natural
resources.
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PORTUGUESE AFRICA

..
I.

Portugal--in its treatment of its African
possessions--is as defiant of world opinion
as is the Republic of South Africa.
A.

Lisbon maintains that these territories
are overseas provinces of Portugal, and
an integral part of the nation.

Hence,

any action by other nations or in the

U.N. constitutes an interference in
Portugal's internal affairs.
B.

There is little prospect, in actual
fact, that Lisbon will loosen its
present controls, let alone move toward
majority rule in Angola, Mozambique,
and the other overseas territories.
1.

At present, even minor policy
recommendations by the whitedominated territorial administrations must have Lisbon's
approval.

2.

Premier Caetano early in 1969
sU9gested a move toward greater
autonomy, but dropped the proposal
in the face of a strong reaction by
powerful old guard elements.
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,c.

Governors are appointed by Lisbon, and
hold most of the power that is not exercised
by the home government.

Theoretically,

blacks in Angola and Mozarnbique have the
franchise, and could outvote the relative

..

handful of whites in balloting for the
Portuguese

legislat~re

and the provincial

representative 'assemblies.
1.
·_.,~¥

... _

In point of fact, however, the electoral

.." _ .. _.~ _ _ _ .,_ _ ~_ ....·... _ _' H " , ,

"' ___ '

•..•••

", _ _ ,.

__

,",-,"

"""---

law is so complex that even many whites
in Portuguese Africa fail to vote, and
the blacks who wish to do so face an
array of qualifications including literacy,
property, and other tests.
2.

Caetano says participation will be extended
to black Africans "who totally accept Portuquese culturell--a phrase which could mean
that the African tribesman will have to
pray,.marry, and even think like a European
Portuguese before he can vote.
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3.

The Lisbon government has implemented
educational and economic reforms which

wil,1 . improve the welfare of blacks,
but the reforms are so rigged that the
blacks will benefit only so long as
they remain politically docile.
II.

Lisbon, in maintaining its hold over the African territ.ories, so far has not been; pushed

__-_._-_._.;,-..

beyond diplomat.ic efforts to

-·-ing fO'r Portuguese

obt~in

soveret~nty,'-and

understandinformal - ' . _'_."

",,-

cooperat.ion with the other white regimes of .
. southern Africa.
A.

The portuguese are probably opposed to a
permanent security pact with their mlita
African neighbors except as a last resort.

B.

Lisbon,

independent~minded

and fearful of

South African political domination, has
even t.ried to keep direct assistance to a
minimum.

c.

Portu9a~

is not known to have diverted any

NATO-committed forces, or MAP-restricted
weapons· supplied by the United States, to
the defense of its African territories.
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Lisbon resents U.S. prohibitions on

the use of such material, but has been
able to manufacture--or purchase else-

where--equipment restricted by the.
United States •
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Angola
II.

Angola's

~70,OOO

J

whites make up about five per-

I

cent of the population, and there are another
75,000 mulattoes.

From almost five million

blacks,' two nationalist organizations have recruited some 12 to 14,000 members.

About half

'..

of these are active guerrillas, and no more than

--_... _-_. '--"

3 to 4,000 of them are
at
A.

any-one-time~'

operati~g ~nside

Angola

.----.--.----.,. -----.-,....._- '---

The Portuguese government, using 60,000 troops
and some 33,000 local defense militiamen and
auxiliaries, has confined guerrilla' operations
to a barassment level.
1.

Ar~as

where the guerrillas have been able

to operate are poor in resources, and
they must rely on bases outside Angola
for arms and equipment.
2.

There are guerrilla

bases in Zambia and

Congo-Kinshasa, but these countries have
to depend on Portuguese Africa for transportation facilities.

AS a result,

they have restrained the guerrillas whenever Portugal has put on the pressure.
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On several occasions when there has been

a surge of sabotage or terrorism, . the
Portuguese have announced that railroads
on which Zambia and the Congo depend would
have to be shut down for repairs.

The

African governments have quickly understood the hint.
B.

The first Angolan nationalist organization in
(!)

the field was the GRAE of Holden Roberto, but
starting 'in 1960 I ·Communist countries'· and-'radical black Africans began building up the
' 1 , Marxl.st-orl.ente
.
,
d MPLA.~
'rl.va

1.

Roberto's organization staged most of the
insurgency in Angola until 1965.

At that

time, the Portuguese managed to contain
his operations, and simultaneously his support from outside sources was drastically
cut back in favor of the MPLA.
,2.' The

lo~g-standing'

rivalry of GRAE and MPLA

has wasted the limited resources of the
'guerrillas and weakened their overall effectiveness.
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. Mozambique
III.

There is a somewhat similar situation in
Mozambique, where the 100,000 whites make
up less than 1.5 percent of the estimated
.

.

\

7,500,000 population.
The principal nationalist organization,

A.

@

known as FRELIMO, has 8 to 10,000
members, .but less than a third of them
manage-to opera.te inside ,,Mozambique- at·~
anyone time.
1.

Tanzania provides a hospitable base,
but a Portuguese defensive belt of

fortified villages confines the
guerrillas to sparsely populated
and economically unimportant areas
along the northern border.
2.

FRELIMO is trying to penetrate more

rewarding areas of Mozambique by

way of Zambia and Malawi, but the
host governments depend on the white
regimes of Southern Africa for
transportation routes.
3.

There are 40,000 Portuguese troops and
almost 10,000 auxiliaries in Mozambique.
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B.

FRELIMO's efforts to push deeper into the
country are plagued by logistical problems,
by the apathy and tribal rivalries of the
Mozambique blacks, and by a measure of
factionalism among the nationalists.
1.

FRELIMO's original leader, Eduardo
Mondlane, was assassinated last
February.

He was replaced briefly

"'--'--'bya tr1umvirate ,-untIl' the'ch"J,efof"-the guerrilla forces, ,Moises Samora
Hachel, eased out one of the members
and took over control.
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portuguese Guinea
IV., Finally, I want to mention Portuguese Guinea
bri~fiy, ,although it is not a part of what we

'generally 'consider white Southern Africa.
Portuguese Guinea provides a sharp contrast,
. because here the black insurgents hold the
advantage.
A.

The total population is only 530,000, and
the whites and mulattoes cornbined--exclu-

--.--'

-,

---,--,-,

' , - ---"-'''slve-6f Portuguese tioops--Imike 'up less-'-

than one percent.
B.

The major insurgent group is the African
Party for the Independence of Portuguese
Guinea and Cape Verde, or PAIGC.
1.

This group has bases in Guinea and
Senegal, and it also controls extensiva territory within
ortuguese Guinea, especially
along the

2.

so~theastern

border.

It gets arms, funds, and training from
Communist countries--mainly the Soviet
Union.

It also has military support from

radical African states, and financial
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support from the Organization of Afri.can. Uni ty .
C.

The Portuguese Governor is using 16 battalions
against the insurgents--some 27,000 troops in
all--but 5,000 of these have been reoruited
among the natives.
1.

At present, he is trying to apply a

pro~

gram of resettlement in fortified ham.

lets....• -.
_--" .. -_.- ....--. _._-- ...._-_.2.

__ - _
..

...

---

The prospects are for a prolonged insurgency, and the balance is now swinging
in favor of the PAIGe •

.

.,
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